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Nowadays, it has been well established that the free classified ads are beneficial. Almost everyone
is aware that these portals have a wide spectrum of information about various shops and services.
One can know about the shops where a particular product is available in a city. People can also get
an idea about the services that are offered by different business organisation in the city. It also lists
vast information about the different business enterprises that are found in a particular society. All
such information and data that is found in the free classified ads site can come in handy for the
customers on one hand. On the other hand, the posting of such ads about their businesses can
benefit the enterprises and organisations. This means that both the individual customer and the
shops or service providers can reap the benefit.

Business Perspective:

â€¢	In a particular city, there are many shops and business establishments. These shops sell a number
of items while some shops are dealing with a single product. There are retailers, dealers,
wholesalers, and stockists. Although the common man gets in direct contact with the retailers, the
others are also required to be known.

â€¢	For any kind of business, the products are needed to be sold to the customers. They want that the
customers visit their shops and buy items. For this, it is required that the businesses showcase the
products and proclaim their existence in a market. This will let the potential customers know about
their presence in the market. And also, it will tell customers about the products that are available in
these shops. Free classified ads can be a great way to post this information for the public to see.
The exposure for the businesses is significant when they become a part of these portals.

â€¢	Advertising is done in an indirect manner. This will let many internet users know about the products
and services that a particular business enterprise is dealing with. And the cost of doing such
advertisements is almost none. The overhead charges are reduced, the benefit of which can be
passed on to the customers

â€¢	As because there are many internet users these days, so there will be a better exposure of the
businesses by getting listed in the ad sites. With a negligible investment, businesses will get
sufficient exposure among the potential customers.

Customer perspective

â€¢	Peopleâ€™s need of shopping for different items is fulfilled by the free classified ads. They get
information about the existence of different shops and the products available there. Then, they can
go for the buying of the products. Also, people can place orders, if the shops are providing facilities
for home deliveries.

â€¢	Finding the shops in a city is extremely easy through the free classified ads. This is because the
ads come with addresses and contact numbers of these enterprises. In case of people who have
shifted base to a new city, the ads are extremely beneficial. People can find out different places by
putting in the key word and getting the results.

On the whole, the buyers and the sellers both are in an advantageous position. Not only the profits
of the business rise, they can pass on this profit to the customers, who can get the different
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products and services at lower rates. And the customers can find where to get their needs in the
snap of a finger.
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